
back  in  the  mountains  only  filming  when  visiting  vicenza  and  schio  or  filming

baeach but also in remote islands reached by boat still with  my kids and then 

always having troubles to film having to also hold the latter and filming at the 

13185:  "still   filming   in  sardinia   like  visiting   sassari   with  august   and   livia 

doing small works to improve the household situation"

time with myrthe and livia playing and cooking often for them and in the end also 

august to build a new base for the cube installation but also managing to spend 

01187:  "activities  mostly   done  while  in   the   mountains   working   hard  along  with 

and starting to feel rather demotivated"

digging alone now feeling most unsure whether we will get the permission to build 

06164: "walking up to the cube installation with august but then keeping up the 

distracted by the many phone calls congratulating me for my birthday"

and then digging gravel attempting to bring the new base to level despite being 

06163: "working also during my birthday both walking up the valley with august 

path for the tractor and for people to walk up."

heighten the new base but also throwing a lot of black earth below it to make a 

getting  better  data  and  smoothening  the  southern  side  finding  more  gravel  to 

06162: "working alone after at last changing battery to my heart beat sensor and 

family kept treating all of us with great dislike and arrogance"

from august going back to sweden but also feeling very angry about how my mother 

told but nonetheless enjoying to be around my kids and feeling very sad to depart 

permits and at last also getting a fine for starting to level the ground as i was 

and   with   physical   pains   and   also   getting   quite   hit   waiting   for   the   building 

04124: "a period mostly working in the mountains and slowly getting overworked 

casualties happening also elsewhere with a more and more erratic weather"

all  around  the  world  and  in  particular  in  an  animation  studio  in  japan  despite 

and only reading the first pages of headline in the world news reporting on deaths 

regularly but never being able to conduct deeper searches in finding casualties 

12171: "in the mountains finding it quite hard to access internet yet doing it 

flowers unable to properly record any heart beats"

especially  hiking  up  with  august  in  a  pasubio  valley  searching  for  edelweiss 

without  delivering  any  data  and  now  only  willing  to  use  a  more  proper  watch 

without chest sensor but finding it completely unreliable only producing a graphic 

working properly and attempting to wash it and at last buying a whole new watch 

06161:  "digging  more  along  with  august  yet  unable  to  make  my  heart  beat  watch 

wheelbarrow to work with"

the cube now with a slight rain making it easy for us to work yet having only a 

06160: "with august still digging in the mountains and filling the new base for 



for the coming rain to finally compact the ground"

through the southern hill yet feeling very tired and hastening to put more gravel 

06167: "working alone at the new base for my cube installation and almost digging 

the mincio river and ultimately in mantua"

later south of the garda lake also managing to take a much longer walk alone by 

in vicenza and in the countryside near thiene waiting for our car to be fixed and 

dedicating myself to take more walks with my family both in the mountains but also 

05138: "pausing my work in the mountain after being checked by the police and now 

garda lake"

days in the mountains and some rain and not such a heat while staying below the 

vicenza before taking august to the airport but then also experiencing some cooler 

13138:  "experiencing  a  lot  of  heat  down  in  the  flat  land  especially  while  in 

the entire base before the rain"

welded structure from all the gravel and later working much harder trying to fill 

inspect the new foundation and causing troubles then working lightly freeing the 

06166: "walking up the valley to work and finding the cops sent by the hunters to 

now alone with august getting ready to leave for sweden"

there and later going with myrthe and livia there and working late due to the heat 

now it is still not leveled possibly due to the rain sinking the new gravel thrown 

06165: "working for the last time with august on the base of the cube realizing 

attempting to read through the headlines on m phone with little connection"

terror  attacks  but  also  shooting  and  clashes  and  still  being  in  the  mountains 

12172: "a month with many deaths caused by humans all around the world with both 

arranging a show and later with august in gmala uppsala before bjorn's birthday"

breda  to  get  back  to  sweden  and  getting  to  observe  clouds  while  in  gothenburg 

apartment and later also visiting the netherlands and walking both in utrecht and 

17103:   "autumn   clouds   observed   both   while   in   sweden   taking   walks   near   my 

while making livia asleep waiting for our car to be fixed near thiene"


